Breaking in Add-on Malwares

This paper covers the working functionality of Malware Add-ons. The add-ons are called Application Extension programs that enhance the functionality of a program. The web browsers use a number of Add-ons as browser helper objects. The transformations in technology have increased the incidence of Malwares.

Malwares perform rogue functioning by keeping the identity intact with systems. No doubt the front end remains the same but the working strategy is different. This paper deals specifically with Malware application extensions and its deleterious impacts on the system. Internet Explorer case study will be undertaken to dissect the internal structure of Add-ons. The practical techniques will be cited to understand the malwares effectively.

Structural View of Malware Add-ons

Add-ons are considered as tiny software components that are supplementary to web browsers or are enhancements to the previous installed software. The web browser loads the Add-ons as working elements and produces information based on that extension. The main aim is to enhance the flexibility of working components to ensure versatility. Nevertheless, they may cause application instability by impacting application software (crashing of software). Thus they marginalize the security and contribute to malfunctioning of reliable software.

For example, Internet Explorer crashes when a rogue Malware is added as an extension in the form of Dynamic Link Library (DLL). The IE fails to render the malware contents in a possible manner leading to its crash. This is due to either buffer overflow or pointers mismatch. Protection mechanisms have been introduced to prevent the issue application exploitation. The infection surface of an application is too wide and random. So it is impossible to predict the effect on system or application state. It is also hard to control the behavior of an infection element. The Add-ons work on the defined benchmarks against which they are designed. Attackers are well versed in designing Malware Add-ons for exploiting resources. Some of the definitive reasons have been illustrated below:

- Most of the web browsers allow code execution without any warning or invalidation checks which is a matter of security breach. Rogue extensions properly exploit this inherited behavior of software’s application. Operating system shows warning when a Malware Add-on tries to access the system DLLs or EXEs for manipulative functioning. But a single vulnerability or flaw can lead to system compromise. Attackers are much aware of these weaknesses so they design application extensions with insecure code. It is done to generate exceptions that cannot be handled by exception handlers of the system. This results in system instability.

- It has been noticed that the application extension code for browsers is mainly in JavaScript or an ingrained DLL. Most of the Dynamic Link Libraries are added as Add-ons. The DLL call specific modules for relative...
functioning. The modules are designed for performing operations that affect the system. If instability occurs through web browser, the system is going to be affected in one or the other way. Internet Explorer encounters a lot of problem and is exploited many times. Some Add-ons create ActiveX Objects for performing registry related operations to temper the operating system directly. The ActiveX Objects provide direct interface with application based software. One can access Registry structure, Local File System and can perform Command Execution.

- The Add-ons can perform remote functioning too. In these cases the DLL are designed to load some Malware content in the form of XML from Malware based websites. When the content is downloaded by the browser through GET requests, the browser finds it very hard to render the XML content normally. Due to this default exception, handle is not able to handle that intrinsic error. Hence the browser crashes and vulnerable element is undertaken.

- The users show vulnerable mind set too. Rogue Add-ons are added to web browsers without verification and notification. If one looks carefully, the BUG is not inherent in the application but flaws in the third party code affects the front end applications and base software.

A snapshot of Internet Explorer is shown displaying the loaded browser helper objects.

Let’s dissect the peripheral structure of Add-ons: Figure 2.

The above presented layout is the working design of a Malware Add-on. In this primarily the Add-on comprises of a number of rogue functions. These functions perform certain operations that crash the application and enable it to work as a Malware base. This not only degrades the application robustness but also affect the operating system. The working components are presented in the snapshot. The Add-on comprised of Functional Module Rm(1) and so on. The various Rm(n) are considered as functional modules which are coded to dethrone the functioning. When these functions are called by an application as a part of add-on it generates an exception. The general view of manipulated functions is presented in the diagram. Every single module adheres to a different type of operation. The operations are performed in a covert manner. These functions are operated at the back end and make your system an exploited base.

The architecture of Internet Explorer is complex. The compatibility is lowered with the addition of Add-ons that are not verified prior to load in an application. Internet Explorer mechanism of handling these add-ons is highly vulnerable as it crashes most of the time thereby creating an opportunity of exploitation. Even if exploitation vector is not so intensified, application still suffers a lot.

Let’s look at the general view of browser working. In this browser inherits an interactive renderer internally. It acts as content rendering system when a browser is loading a XML based data from a remote server. After that the raw data has to be presented in a generic manner for users. This whole process is termed as Document synthesis because of the all browser supports DOM i.e. document object model. The problem arises when the content is not rendered successfully and an exception occurs.

One can see clearly the functionality of browser. Add-ons adhere to hidden functioning. When ever an Add-on is loaded into the context of browser the processing is done according to the defined benchmarks. The benchmark here refers to standard operation performed by the browser when a request is initialized. So a simple code stub in the form of Add-on exploits the browser processing in a rogue manner. Overall discussion has been done. Let’s analyze the case:

Case: Internet Explorer is loaded into memory and suddenly it crashes. The
There are number of add-ons presented in the above layout. The inTru.dll is set in disabled mode and is not loaded while IE is in dynamic state. There are also other Add-ons which are not verified by IE mechanism but IE does not show any vulnerable stats. Now the inTru.dll will be reversed for its Malware characteristics.

Analysis

The next step is to dissect the internals of this inTru.dll. One thing is sure – this DLL is loading or calling rogue functions that are not handled by IE effectively. Even if function is executed, the response is not assembled by IE in a structured manner thereby generating exceptions. The internals will reflect the components of this DLL. The term is known as Root Cause. It is defined as the main cause of an exceptional error. It can be analyzed by traversing an application object tree from bottom to top. Actually the functionality of objects is based on hierarchical layout in the form of tree. It is almost similar to tree data structure and object as nodes. This approach of finding the cause of error is very effective from flexibility point of view. The applications will be tested on standard benchmarks. But he question is Why IE crashes? Let’s start the things.

Breaking in Functions

This process is based on DLL Tracing to look for calling modules. The IDAG Functional Graph is presented in Figure 8.

The graph shows the functions that are called by this DLL with respect to:

Listing 1. Declaration of InternetOpen() and InternetConnect() function

```c
HINTERNET InternetOpen(
    LPCTSTR lpszAgent,
    DWORD dwAccessType,
    LPCTSTR lpszProxyName,
    LPCTSTR lpszProxyBypass,
    DWORD dwFlags
);

HINTERNET InternetConnect(
    HINTERNET hInternet,
    LPCTSTR lpszServerName,
    INTERNET_PORT nServerPort,
    LPCTSTR lpszUsername,
    LPCTSTR lpszPassword,
    DWORD dwService,
    DWORD dwFlags,
    DWORD_PTR dwContext
);
```

Listing 2. Declaration of HTTPTopenRequest() function

```c
HINTERNET HttpOpenRequest(
    HINTERNET hConnect,
    LPCTSTR lpszVerb,
    LPCTSTR lpszObjectName,
    LPCTSTR lpszVersion,
    LPCTSTR lpszReferer,
    LPCTSTR *lpszAcceptTypes,
    DWORD dwFlags,
    DWORD_PTR dwContext
);
```

Listing 3. Declaration of HTTPSendRequest() function

```c
BOOL HttpSendRequest(
    HINTERNET hRequest,
    LPCTSTR lpszHeaders,
    DWORD dwHeadersLength,
    LPVOID lpOptional,
    DWORD dwOptionalLength
);
```

Listing 4. Declaration of InternetReadFile() function

```c
BOOL InternetReadFile(
    HINTERNET hFile,
    LPVOID lpBuffer,
    DWORD dwNumberOfBytesToRead,
    LPDWORD lpdwNumberOfBytesRead
);
```
These functions are well structured. But looking at them it can be undertaken easily that no malware function is defined as such. So now we are going to knock the Import Address table for dynamically called APIs. This will clear up the picture to some extent too.

The imported functions list is structured on Figures 9 and 10. The snapshot of specific functions is undertaken. It can be seen very clearly that Wininet functions have been used. This means the required Addon is using Wininet functions dynamically to perform the task it is meant for. These functions are the prime elemental modules that are used by this Add-on. One by one the usage of every single function will be discussed to understand the working statistics. The InternetOpenA prepares an application to start using Winnet library. The initialization parameter prepares an application for using internal data structure required for performing internet based functions. The very next imported function is InternetConnectA. This function is primarily used for opening protocol handles to exchange data. It includes FTP, HTTP or Gopher, etc. Actually it sets up an active session with an unique site. This process is generically termed as Session Building. The application mainly requests a session for transaction. It means as soon as the Intrudll is loaded into the Internet Explorer it tries to open up an active session with some website where the malware content or manipulated content is located. Let us look at the function prototypes first: Listing 1.

The next function is HTTPOpenRequestA. The InternetReadFile function uses the handle given by this HTTPOpenRequestA function to download the stream of data as file. This makes the process easier because data transaction taken over the internet is in the form of a file. The settings of various flags in these functions play a critical role in determining the characteristics of data being transferred. Take a look at the HTTPOpenRequest function: Listing 2.

So the behavior of Add-on is getting cleared from functional point of view. The next function is HTTTPostRequestA. Straight forward this function sends a request to HTTP server for performing required task. Then the client specifies extra headers to send along with the request. So the functional picture is quite clear. Let’s have a look at the function presented in Listing 3.

So the functions are presented. The next function is InternetReadFileA. This function reads a file from the website whose working handle is being created by the other wininet functions. One thing is sure that this specific add-on is reading file from some website. There must be a specific URL present in the code which provides a source of calling to these functions. In this HINTERNET handle is created by the initialization functions. And the data is retrieved by sequential process of streaming (see Listing 4).

These are the imported functions used by this Intrudll object. Another basic part to check is how these functions are interrelated. This has been stated in previous articles that Cross Functional Analysis is to be performed for effective analysis. The code is tested on Intrinsic Calling of functions. In this cross references of the imported and exported functions are to be checked. But this Add-on does not provide any user specific references to and from the code. This relatively clears the picture that no generic cross references are used in this. The code is also equipped with Registry Keys. Let’s have a look at the code (see Listing 5).

So presented code shows that registry has been tempered by the Add-on. This add-on is creating a key with a string parameter as kontekstualAds. At the same time registry deletes function is used. It means when ever a Add-on is dynamically loaded in the Internet Explorer a registry key is created with the defined string in the windows registry database. As soon as the DLL is unloaded when IE is closed the key is deleted leaving no traces in the database. Actually this process is used by malwares to active falsified working so that tracing is not possible. And the keys are deleted. This makes malware very dynamic from intrinsic point of view. So this possibility is cross checked by scanning registry. I simple performed a logical check with Regedit. Let’s see Figure 11.

The inference is clear about the active use of registry in this. So it shows the
presence of CLSID object in the registry database. Even if you see in the list of imported functions, the CoCreateInstance API is used directly for creating an instance of any Class object. The CLSID of contextual can be verified from the picture. Let’s see at the API call see Listing 6.

So the class object is created by Add-on Intrudl! effectively. The next point is to dissect the code in hexadecimal layout for analysis. The process is termed as Hex Dumping of raw code. This enables the reverse engineer to look at the raw output with respect to hexadecimal codes for better understanding. Always remember the dumping of malware code in hexadecimal always yield fruitful results. We are going to analyze the hex dump of Intrudl Add-on.

The different color codes present the subtle information that is extracted from the source for better understanding of malware. Following inferences have been analyzed as:

- The blue color code states that the buffer is padded with useless strings. Many times malware programs are padded with useless data in order to set the efficient size of buffer to be called. So the strings used in this malware add-on do nothing but are only used for peripheral use.
- Secondly, the red color code provides us with the information of destination URL which is used by an application to establish a session for downloading file from the source. The URL extracted is http://www.adscontext.com/dir/Kontextual/config.xml.Last. It means an XML file is either fetched or used by this Add-on. This can be considered as one of the factors of crashing Internet Explorer because the contents of the file are not rendered well by Internet Explorer and hence an exception occurs. The raw code is throwing information in an efficient manner.
- The green color shows that JavaScript is triggered for Pop up generation when ever a session is established with the destination for malicious activities.
- The black color consists of useless strings. It also covers strings. It also covers padding of destination URL which is used by application to establish a session. A second point is the raw code is throwing exception for Pop up generation when ever a session is established with the destination for malicious activities.
- The gray color projects information regarding destination URL which is used by an application to establish a session. Further, the red color code consists of useless strings. It also covers double quotation marks (" ) which are used in setting the efficient size of buffer to be called. So the strings used in this malware add-on do nothing but are only used for peripheral use.
- The hexadecimal color code consists of useless strings. It also covers double quotation marks (" ) which are used in setting the efficient size of buffer to be called. So the strings used in this malware add-on do nothing but are only used for peripheral use.

So overall this gives a straight forward view of the working semantics of these types of browser helper objects. Based on this inference a practical diagram have been designed to present the working.

**Figure 11. Registry Check against IE Add-on i.e Intrudl!**

**Figure 12. Malware Add-on functionality diagram in detail**

**Listing 5. Registry addition by Malware**

```c
mov (ebp-4), eax
mov edi, ds:RegCreateKeyExA
mov esi, offset aKontextualAds
push esi
lea eax, [ebp-404h]
push eax
push dword ptr [ebp-4]
call eax; RegDeleteValueA
push eax
lea eax, [ebp-404h]
push eax
push offset aUninstall stri
push eax
call edi; sprintf
add esp, 0Ch
lea eax, [ebp-404h]
push eax
push dword ptr [ebp-4]
call eax; RegDeleteValueA
push esi
lea eax, [ebp-404h]
push eax
push offset aUninstall stri
push eax
call edi; sprintf
add esp, 0Ch
lea eax, [ebp-404h]
push eax
push dword ptr [ebp-4]
call eax; RegDeleteValueA
push esi
push dword ptr [ebp-4]
call edi; RegDeleteKeyA
push dword ptr [ebp-4]
call edi:RegCloseKey
push 0
push 1
push offset unk_8_10055540
call ds:ATL 57
pop edi
pop esi
pop ebx
leave
retn
```

**Listing 6. Declaration of CoCreateInstance() function**

```c
STDAPI CoCreateInstance(
    REFCLSID rclsid,
    LPUNKNOWN pUnkOuter,
    DWORD dwClsContext,
    REFID riiid,
    LPVOID * ppv);
```

**HRESULT CoInitialize( LPVOID pvReserved );**
Listing 7. Hexadecimal Dump

Overall the analytical phase is summarized in the snapshot provided on Figure 12. The addition of rogue component i either as Plugin or helper objects affects the system state and methodology of a specific Malware based browser helper object. This not only helps in understanding the hidden artifacts but also useful in information gathering (see Figure 12).
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makes application suffer a lot. When a Malware component is loaded into the system via application interface, it performs some backdoor manipulations. Like presented the Malware Add-on has infection of virus which is called remotely. As soon as it dynamically loaded, it opens a session through WinInet functions and tries to perform manipulative functions. A response is undertaken and structured back to the application for infecting the system. Sometimes the content is not handled well by the exception handler. As a result of it, handling based on the exception handler, application crashes.

Conclusion
The application reversing is a very effective technique to understand the working of Internet Explorer based Malwares. The practical analysis of browser helper objects can be summed up as a learning experience. Through this one can learn the parameters of technology and the stringent effects when it is not properly implemented. The Malwares can be in the form of Plugins, Add-ons etc which act as an additional interface for versatile functioning. So the dissection should be done effectively for understanding the hidden parameters. The procedural and practical techniques should be applied to understand the backdoor functioning of malware oriented browser helper objects. It has been rightly stated To understand the core, you must dig in.